Board of Trus tees Votes
t:
Autonomy Requirementf or 65

WATERVILLE , Me., Nov. 8 — The board of trustees of Colby College has given fraternities and
sororities at the institution until Commencement 1965 "to satisfy the board they have the right to
select their members without regard to race , religion or national origin." The societies must meet this
requirement in order to remain active at Colby, either as national affiliates or local groups.
The trustee vote strengthens a stand taken on November 4, 1961, when the board went on record as
begin "strong ly opposed" to discrimination within fraternities and sororities.
On that occasion , Chairman Reginald H. Sturtevant (Livermore Falls), and Colby President Robert E. L. Strider were instructed to write letters, wit h a copy of the motion, to the presidents of tlie
alumni organizations and to the national and international organizations of Colby's ten fraternities and
" .
four sororities. . . ''

Among other U. S. Colleges and universities which have likewise set a date prior to which student
organizations must be free of restrictive membership clauses are : Amherst, Columbia, Cornell, Dartmouth, and the universities of California Chicago, Colorado, Connecticut, Oregon State, Vermont,
^
Washington State, and Wisconsin .
In order of their founding, the Colby fraternities are : Delta Kappa Epsilon, Zeta Psi, Delta Upsilon,
Phi Delta Theta , Al pha Tau Omega, Lambda Chi Al pha , Kappa Delta Rho, Tau Delta Phi, Pi Lamb-

da Phi , and Alpha Delta Phi.
The sororities are Sigma Kappa (founded at Colby ) , Chi Omega, Delta Delta Delta and Alpha Del-

Storke Blasts Press
Fear of John Birchers

by J ean Martin
Dr. Thomas M. Storke, editor and publisher of the Santa Barbara
:
News-Press, 1962 Lovejoy Fellow, in absentia , expressed sincere
thanks to Colby at the Lovejoy Convocation last night. "It is a double honor, first because the award helps perpetuate the memory of
one of America's great newspapermen, Elija h Parish Lovejoy, second
because it comes from one of the great liberal arts colleges in the
"There is nothing that should
East . . . I feel that I have become
a link between two of the great have seemed remarkable about my
learning institutions in the country own clash with the leader of the
— The University of California and John Birch Society, Robert Welch.
I did only what any other newspaColby College."
Mr. Storke noted an uncanny sim- perman would or should do in the
ilarity between Elijah. Parish Love- same circumstances. I took a close
joy, who lost his life battling for look at what the Birch Society was
freedom of the Press and his own doing to my own community and I
father who fought afc Bull Run to told my readers what I thought
about it.
preserve liberty and freedom.
"I saw a steady pattern of unAt the age of 24, Mr. Storke became an editor with '• heritage arid dercover attack against school ofbackground of first-hand knowledge ficers , against churchmen, against
¦
of countless men who died fighting governmental leaders , against unito clean up politics , instrument jus- versity professors , and administratice and win freedom of the press. tors." Former President Eisenhow"I knew the value of freedom and er has even been under direct atliberty and I knew that no one could tack from Welch and the Society.
wield more power than an editor in • Mr. Storke's newspaper published
a series of articles disclosing what
fi ghting to preserve them ."
I believe' that the greatest sin of was going on in the community and
the American Press is the sin of though the paper was relatively
omission rather than the sin of com- small , the results were amazing.
"An* outponng of support for my
mission — the , sin of refusing to
take a stand on issues that might position came from the moderates
Continued on Page Twelve
become "too hot to handle. "

NEDA Protested
by

Lora Kreeger

Several months ago the 87th Congress repealed from Public Law
87-835 the requirement of a disclaimer affidavit as applied to student
loans, scholarshi p, and fellowshi p aids under the National Defense
Education and Science Foundation Acts. The American Association
of University Professors , which "had been continuously opposed to the
disclaimer affidavit , has met the decision with "gratification, but also
with concern. ' The council was That a provision of this nature , no
pleased to see tho. requirement ' 'so matter how -carefully drafted andv
com plet el y in consistent with our confined , invariably results in uninbasic constitutional principles and tended and un ex pe cted risks as t o
our sens e of a fre e soci ety " elim- interpretation and application . Tests
inated. However, it also indicated and risks of this nature are especconcern that P.L. 87-835 still "dis- i ally rep u gnant wh en specifi cally
criminatel y im p oses r equir em ents d evelop ed for appli cation by the
and pr ovid es penalti es for ' stud ent youth of our country who are in
recipients of f ed eral funds that ar o need of financial aid to obtain an
riot also imposed on other benefici- adequate education, "^
Further provisions in P..L. 87aries of federal progzvuns, " Although the Act' eliminated the dis- 835 provid e for the denial or revoclaimer affidavit requirement, it did cation of graduate, fellowship s or
so only on the basis- of a substitute stipends under tho NDEA and
compromise provision. Tho provi- NSFA on the basis of a tost of insion , alth ou gh it is a "distinct im- dofini cas "tho best interests of thb
provement over ;th e disclaimer re- United. States." The AAUP fools
quirement itsel f and over other pro- that such a provision , especially beposed -substitute provisions previous- cause of its grant of unlimited adly considered by tho Congress, pre- ministrative discretion and its failserves to at loast some dogroo a tost ure to p rovide for notice , ho/iring,
of conduct as determined essential- and
other, ' minimal procedures
ly by on e's ass ociations as a basis threatens basic constitutional prinfor disqualification for Government- ciples- of substantive and procedural
al assistance, " Tlio AXUP fools duo process of Injur . In addition , tho
that such a test, oyon . in qualified r evised version makes it n criminal
Continued on Pago Nin o
form , is ' objootiowvblo in principle.

ta Pi.

Luther Evans
Speaks About
'
"Alice"

Dr . Luther Evans,, senior staff
member of the Brookings Institution , will address the student body
on November 15, as, an Averill lecturer. His topic will be "Some Adventures of Alice."
Dr. Evans did his undergraduate
work at Stanford University. He
received his M.A. from the University of Texas and his Ph.D. from
Stanford University. He has also
received awards and degrees from
Yale , Pennsylvania Military College ,
British Columbia University, Loyola
College, "Brown University, Columbia , Dartmouth, Washington College , and Adelphi College.
He has served as an instructor in
the area o f . political science at
Stanford , New York University,
Dartmouth; and Princeton.
Dr Evans has also served in various capacities in the Library of
Congress , Work Projects Administration , UNESCO Ex ecutive Board ,
U.S. Commission of UNESCO, and
Washington Area Committee on
Refugees.
He is a member of the American
Library Associati on , Literary Society, American Political Science Association , Society for International
Development , and the Soeiedad
Geograica ,-de Lima.
He has been awarded decorations
by Brazil , France, Leban on , and
Peru .

Stu-G Council Gives
Miller Confidence Vote
Stu-G President J. Wesley Miller, III , was given a vote of confidence at the Stu-G Council meeting Tuesday evening. After Mr. Miller was questioned on the floor about his proposal to hold a recall
election in his case, it was moved and passed that the council recommend that there not be a recall election . Mr. Miller pled ged him-

self to abide by such a decision at the present time.
Miller reiterated his charge that
members- of the administration had
told him he was not representing
the student body. The Dean of Men
and Dean of Women -informed the
Council that they had no idea who
made the charge, and that they did
not consider it the business of the
Thomas F. Reynolds , a Peace administration to concern itself over
Corps aide, will visit Colby College,
on Wednesday, November 14 to outline the agency's program for the
future to prospective volunteers and
.
faculty members.
Reynolds, a 1958 graduate of- California State olytechnic College, received his master's degree from
Purdue University. He was a physical education instructor in San Jose,
California before joining the Peace
Corps' staff.
The Peace Corps official is particularly int erested in talking with
senior students who might qualify
for Peace Corps projects which will
/. W. M., Ill
be manned in January and June.
While the greatest need contin- Miller's student support since, "the
ues to be for teachers — of all sub- adm i n istration didn 't elect him (Mr.
jects at all levels — the Peace Corps Miller) ."
provides service opportunities in
Miller cl arifi ed , in response to a
the
official
nearly
every
skill
area,
question
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IFC

Letters To The Editor
Close The Houses?

The Rushing Period is over, and to the freshmen, we extend conTo the Editor :
gratulations. The IFC still has much work to do, in particular its What is being done about the
On the basis of your recent Editorial entitled "Open The Houses,"
evaluation of the rush procedure and its supervision of pledging, but twenty-five dollar rule ?
it appears that both the Administration and its ruling have been
Two
years
ago
the
administration
the main work is completed.
cruelly and unjustl y ridiculed. By prohibiting Open Houses in. the
promised some sort of action. ToHouses,
The IFC should focus- its attention on a change in social rules. day, two years later, nothing has Girls' Dorms, the Independent Dorms and in the Fraternity
concern
for
the
purity
of
the
Administration
is
merely
showing
a
deep
As the President of the College indicated last week, it is entirely possi- been done.
This is not to
ble that an administrative change in the social rules may be effected Is anything going to be done ? If Colby students. Such a concern may well be justified.
not , the administration at least say that sexual activity, runs high at present, nor that it would were
so that open house parties will be permitted. 'Since the ruling would owes
the . student body an answer the decision reversed. Quite to the contrary. We, as Americans, are
once again permit all other living units to hold open houses parties, as to why. If something is to be
basically .a Puritanistic people. Strongly embedded within us are false
the IFC has the responsibility, not only to itself, but also to the rest done, I, f o r one, would like to know.
notions concerning morality. This is unfortunate. At the same time,
of the campus, to work with the administration in changing the rules. And know when I
"The time has come," the walrus however, the Administration deceives itself if it has ruled on such a
but
has
many
important
functions
to
perforin
We realize the IFC
,
proposal solely to curb the expression of feelings between Colby men
said . ¦ "
changes in social regulations, involving as they do the basis of the soContinued on Page Six
cial life at Colby and the strength of the fraternity system, should be
a matter of top priority for 'the IFC. All over the country the fraternity system is on trial. This is no time for an abdication of responsi- Isrt t it too bad that everyone
couldn't enjoy Homecoming ? Many To the Editor :
bility.
*
Colby students would like to v have
. It's about time that independents ceased to be punished for the
gone to the Oscar Brand concert.
fact that they are such obviously inferior human beings, that they are
But they could not go because they
did not wish to spend six dollars for physically and mentally unable to join a fraternity.
¦ If the administration really wants a "uniform social policy," it
a bid.
We wish to congratulate the Board of Trustees for passing the pro- A number of students — both should start by giving maybe one or two social privileges to the lower
boys and girls — are dating, pinned
visions of the "Nunez Proposal." The Board has once again demon- too , or engaged to someone who is class. The social advantages of the Fraternity Men are in such constrated the kind of courage that will enable Colby to continue_to strive not a Colby student and could not trast to the social disadvantages of the Outcasts, that a double stand,
for excellence.
be here for Homecoming. A number ard of social policies is morally necessary.
James Woodard '&5
of others either did not have dates ,

Homecoming

Independent Rights

P.S.

Parking

Students who live off campus must, at the present time, park their
cars either in front of the women's dorms, or at the parking lot adjacent^ to the men's union. As has been stated many times before, this
is an inconvenience which can easily be alleviated. A simple solution
would be to provide these students with stickers, similar to those issued to dorm counsellors, permitting them to park in the Averill lot.
There isn't an easier way to solve the problem.

Athletic Policies

We are glad that coach Winkin set the record .straight. In his radio
broadcast he refused to place the blame for the state of football at
Colby on the admissions or the academic standards of the college. He
placed the "blame" for the situation on the men who did not turn out
for football , or who dropped from the squad. He. insists that there is
enough talent right here on campus to change the situation.
We welcome Dr. Winkin's statement. In the first place, it correctly states that Colby standards are high. No one is coasting through
this place on physical education majors, nor are salaries or excessive
aid grants being given. A di ploma earned by a Colby athlete is just
as good as a di ploma earned by any other Colby man. Secondly, by
defending Colby athletic policy, and by stating that the talent is available right on campus, Winkin is helping to maintain the integrity of
athletics at Colby. Perhaps it will be easier to resist the well-intentioned but misguided pressure exerted by some alumni and friends of
the college who would change admission and academic policies, now
that a member of the coaching staff has publicl y and emphaticall y
defended these policies.
Continued on Pago Six
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or could not afford the cost of a bid.
Yet , they would have gone to the
concert—if they could have bought
a ticket for less than six dollars.
It would seem that Homecoming
would be more fun for everyone if
tickets tp single events were to be
sold. And , on the other han d , total
receipts would be greater , for more
students would come. .
But , alas , as it turned out this
year, fewer students came and total
receipts were less.
Will this be true of Winter Carnival , too ?

Grades Back

Why is it that certain members of
the faculty cannot get papers and
exams back to the students within
a reasonable length' of time ?
It is not uncommon for students
to go into exams before they have
received their last exam back , It is
not uncommon for a paper to be assi gned before the last paper has
been returned. And it is not uncommon for students in certain classes
to go into finals without a semester
mark.
Is this necessary ? Are the members of the faculty so overworked
that this has to be the cause ? Or ,
is there another reason ? Lethargy,
for example?
PERHAPS tho facu lty has a responsibility to the student body. And
if this is true, perhaps some members of the faculty, or the administrat ion — if overwork is the problem—have not realized the fact .
Wo pay for our courses, and ,
therefore , sh ould be abl e to ex pect
our money 's worth. Wo- are not getinc* it in certain classes now.

Class Of 1964

Lectures

(Editor's note : the following letter was sent to Dean Nickerson and
is reproduced with his permission.).
. . . The intellectual upswing of the college was also very obvious
and terribly exciting. The lecture programs have so noticeably improved in caliber and in interest. I only hope that the student body
realizes how privileged they are to hear such men as Frank Stanton ,
and especiall y Sean O'Faolain. And now I hear that there is a good
chance that Edward Albee will be there to talk to the students. This
is wonderful and truly exciting. The Colby horizons are really broadening for the students. I hope they let their minds take advantage of
it.
(signed ) David Colombia

School Spirit

To the Editor :
After six week of encouraging, teasing, and even threatening the
audience to cheer at the football games, it seems appropriate that
thanks and appreciation should go to those students, .faculty members,
members of the administration , and friends of the college who have
supported the Colby football team each successive Saturday.
This letter is not to intimate that the cheerleaders have exerted
their greatest possible effort to produce spirit in the audience , or that
we are merely resting on our laurels and looking disdainfully at those
persons who have remained silent at the games. On the contrary, we
realize that there is more for us to do for . Colby. But, we have distributed flyers, posters, monogrammed Gordon Linen sheets to advertise
the games ; we HAVE organized pep rallies and a cavalcade, all to
arouse enthusiasm for the team. At this point of the season it is unnecessary to criticize vehemently those students who have remained
apathetic , for the seven games are in the the past.
Continued on Pago Six

Science Requirements

To the Editor :
In an editorial of October 26 you suggested that the natural science
departments offer a course for non-science majors which would "attempt to present the history, scope, and foreseeable implications of
the scientific and technological revolutions." I suggest we do not.
It has been the policy of the sciences at Colby, I think , to offer ' at
least one "comprehensive" or "survey " course in each department ,
with the one exception of Mathematics. In many such courses there
is ah effective effort to coordinate the "facts" arid "laws" and conventions of the science with an implicit explanation of the philosophy
of that science. The philosophy tries to : answer "what is the significance of this or that?" or "which question should we try to answer
*,
next?"

November 6, 1062
President Sohooman called the
meeting to order at 7:00 p.m. iv
Averill Auditorium , Keyes Building.
"Under*: old business :
'1. mAn informal vot e was t aken
concerning a proposed social hour.
Tho cost of such an even t woul d, bo
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF — RICHARD PIOUS, '64
\ around $115. It was mentioned that
MANAGING EDITOR — SUSAN SCHAEFF, '63
suoh nn appropriation would (not
BUSINESS MANAGER — NEAI, OSSEN, '63
I
u pset tho proposed plan s f or tho
Editorial Board — Teak Marquez, '63, Jeanne Anderson; '63, Bill Witherall , '63, Sally
cl ass schol a rshi p program . The soProctor, .'63, Dan Twister, '63, Norm Dukes, '64, Morg McGinley, '64. .
Contributing Board — Barbara Keeps, '6\ , SUtrley Petty, '65, Paul Strong, '64 , John Connor, cial hour proposal will be brought
'61, Pa m i Pcri on , '65, Mike Impastato, Byron Petrarkls , '63, John Jerabek , '65, Jean Paul for a form al vote at the noxt inept/N'joya , '65, Dave Gilbert, '64, Rod Gould , '65, Bob Crespl, '63, Barb ar a Gordon , '64 , Lorp ing.
Kreeger, '65.
Most members of a liberal arts community such as Colby agree,
2. The scholarship proposal is un'
"
SECTION HEADS
der final consideration by tho Ad- I hope, that a beginning course which concerns itself only with fact s
SporU Editor — Morg McGinley, '64
News Editors — Jean Martin , '64,
ministration Financial # Committee should be reevaluated —.as/should all couises from time to time. But
.
Jnnie lewis, '64
Assistant — Bruce Hertz, '65
'
^
_
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,
Wood
,
Jan
Assistant —
,
,
this is another topic.
M|lk
Ec,|tor _ N
M
,
Venture Editor — Norm Vukes, '64
_ .. _
,
.
Assistant
Cass
Cousins,
'65
'65
'
Kreeger,
lora
Most
elementary
Assistant science courses have been justl y crit icized as being
Elootlons 'for tho F^"hmaT°fn-|
Advertising Manager — Jim Ltipldes, '63
Copy Editors — Dan Tralstet, '63,
oriented
toward
¦
further
torlm
Cqmitifttoo
work in that field ,, i.e. designed for majors .
'
will
bo
hold
Assistant — J/m McConchle, '63
j
Ba rbara Kreps, '64
Tuesday,,
lAsst.
Business
Manager
—
Dick
Geltman
nox
t
,
'64
'63
0-0
In
Miller
Witherall
,
Llb-j This is necessary for several reasons, but I maintain, it is also good.
Exchange Editors — Bill
Financial Manager — David Pulver, '6*3
,
Lora Kreeger, '61
rary now tho spa.
|
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Siu-d ldslin
Constitutions

The constitution j of the Colby
ECHO Publishing Association was
¦unanimously passed by the Stu-G
council last Monday evening. According to Dick Pious, the present
editor of the Colby ECHO> . "The
action of Stu-G is particularly gratifying at this time. In, the near future members of the Editorial Board
of the newly formed Association will
publish a literary magazine and an
academic journal. Plans have also
been formulated tp publish a newspaper put out by the Round Table,
a discussion group, and a winter
and spring sport supplement." The
ECHO will also be published under
the provision of the new constitution.
Stu-G voted to submit the proposed constitution of the Combined
Judiciary Board to the general student , body .in a referendum. The action came after a motion to table
the proposed constitution in council
until the next meeting was defeated. Last spring the student/ body
voted for a combined Judiciary
Board which would, in addition to
reviewing decision s m ade by lower
board s on appeal , liave -the right to
declare Stu-G legislation unconstitutional .

Stu>G Codification Of
Fallac ious Arguments

LOGIS is science of presenting an argument in that fashion whichi
best dispassionately compr eh ends all phenomena relevant to the consideration at hand. Smbjective concerns are not irrelevant, bu t they
The weekly rheeting of Student Government was called to order
are only phenomenal and nothing more.
at 8:45 p.m. by President J. Wesley Miller. The Treasurer reported
RHETORIC (sowing) is the science which, totally, indifferent to
a cash deficit of $8^.76, and a Sinking Fund balance of $1125.00.
the demands of logis, is concerned with the presentation of the considOLD BUSINESS
,
eration at hand m that fashion in Hemming and Hawing, .
1. Mr. Neal Johnston,. USNSA representative explain ed Colby 's
Hemming and Hawing are generwhich it will appeal to or impress or
of
Project
Freedom
Academic
the
bring about the submission (on one ally thotight of as being a single
role as a participating college in
"
three
level or another) of the listener to fallacious argument form. Actually
the National Student Association. He explain ed that there are
the speaker sheerly by virtue of the they are distinct.
spheres in which Colby .may participate :
HEMMING- (sometimes called
f orce of the speak er 's language.
a. Conduct a national survey, much like the one we did last year
Colby Student Government is con- HEDGING) is digression by associwhich concerned Student Government regulation of Social Organizcerned with the real and practical ation.
needs of the college community. Ex: Q: "Describe briefly the dipations, on a topic of ou r own choice within th e r ealm of students'
Language is a TOOL of communica- lom atic career of A m erica 's great
Academic Freedom among other colleges comparable to Colby.
tion,
not an end in itself. Needless patriot , scientist, philosopher and
Colby,
b. Improve Student Rights and Due Process right here at
therefore Colby Student inventor , Benjamin Franklin."
to
say,
and attempt to negotiate with our administration for a Students' Bill
Government canlisten approvingly
A: "Much of his diplomatic carof Rights,
only to LOGICAL arguments.
eer was spent in France, the connc Hold a campus-wide conference on Student Rights and Respon< We are presenting a number of af- try which, as ever ybody knows, is
li
ciou
s argument f orm s so tha t they shaped like a teapot. Though, actusibilities.
can
be
mastered and avoided in Stu- ally, when you come right dowa to
In the spring, Colby as one of the ten participating schools would
dent
Government
business and delib- it , England is more fa/mous for tea
draw up a repor t on all accomplishmen t s in thi s sphere of Academic
erations.
than France. It all started when
Freedom.
Old Favorite Fallacious Arguments. Marco Polo madehis very extreme-,
Thanks were extended to Mr. Johnston for his enlightening talk.
1. I thought I told you .
ly famous j ourney , into China,
2. I forgot.
wh ere, besides many traditions,, he
2. Combined Student Judiciary — B. -Read
•
'
not
my
concern.
3.
That's
an
11
to
5
discovered tea. Several centuries lat- ¦
b
the
Council
y
by
passed
islation
was
The following leg
4. Progress must be made slowly. er another treasure hunter, Magelvote : Student Government call for a .referendum vot e of the entire
Progress must be made rapidly. lan was stranded for many weeks
campus concerning the f ormation of said organization , worded afNo progress is necessary.
off the coast of Peru before he -died
firmatively.
5. That' s his job , not mine.
on a ismall island. Some insisted
6. No one told me, to do anything. that he was poisoned by some moldy
The following two motions were also passed by the council con7.
It always has been done that green ch eese, but astrologers later
cerning this matter :
way,
proved that1 his fate was written in
a. • The President of Student Government carry out the results of
8. I didn't realize it was import- the Moon. "
this referendum in strict interpretation of the Constitution.
j
ant.
HAWING is disgression by the
b. An investigation b e m ade into th e p ossibility of making the
9. I'm snowed under with work. emphasis of irrelevant terms in. the
Men's Judiciary Board a popular elected body.
Neal Johnston , Academic Free(Recall Parkinson 's First Law : proposition at hand,
dom
Project
Director
for
the
TTSWork expands so as to fill
Ex: Q: Describe briefly the diplo3. Social Cornmittee - R. Wise, Chairman
lectured
at
Colby
prior
to
the
NSA,
available
time
;
time
will
be
matic
career of America's greart padecision
of
awaiting
the
that
his
committee
is
Mr. Wise reported
regularly
scheduled
meeting
of
Colfilled.)
triot,
scientist, philosopher and int he Administration on th e proposed Stud ent Government Social
by Stu-G. The topic of Mr. John10. "We can afford it. (Recall Par- ventor , Benjamin Franklin."
Rules. He also reported that the Administration suggested a student st on 's speech was : In Loco Parenkinson!'s Second Law : ExpendiA: "The diplomat Benjamin
committee be appointed by the Deans to discuss Social Regulations tis.
tures tend to rise to meet in- Franklin certainly was a grea-t scicome.)
entist. He was a physicist because
especially concerning the cancellation of the Men's and Women's
Johnston prefaced his speech by
anything
about
of his experiments in electronics.
11.
I
didn
't
know
Weekend.
Limiting
this
commitnoting
that
there
are
two
problems
Op en Houses during Homecoming
He
was an etymologist becattse he
it.
implicit
in
the
subject
matter of
tee to fifteen students was felt to be imperative in order for good disinvented
all of the electrical terms.
12.
NOTHING
can
be
done
.
about
the speech. While one must try to
cussion to take place.
a, mathematician because
it.
He
was
.
arrive at a working definition of paThe following resolution was passed by the Council :
1
3.
waiting
for
this
to
be
aphe
loved
to
play with magic sq-uares.
I'm
ternalism and academic freedom ,
He
was
a.
civil
scientist because he
Continued On Page Eight
proved.
there are always circumstances
14.
bother
?
s
u
seless
!
installed
the
first
street lights. He
Why
It'
which can demolish any theory.
engineer
because
15.
Wait
'til
Comes
back
and
was
a
sanitation
Johnston asserted that by student
—
He
le
he
advocated
street
sweeping.
'll ask him.
rights, we mean no more, than that
(and
perhaps
16. How did I know this was dif- was iin oceanographer
freedom which properly pertains to
ferent ?
a mite of a meteorologist) because
all human beings. Academic free17. I knew you wouldn't mind.
he discovered the Ghilf Stream . He
The Colby Echo Constitution is being printed in accord — with dom is important insofar as it en- 18. I haven't gotten around to it.
Continued on Page Eight
ables us to fulfill bur purpose 'at cola Stu d ent Governmen t re commendation that all constitutions of any lege. That purpose Johnston defined
organizat ion which ar e approved by Student Government be printed as "to enable you to begin an inin the Echo.
vestigation of the farthest reaches
of knowledge capable of penetration
Article I — Name
ADP /— Edmond Derderian , Wil- mam , Wes Barbour , Barkley Below,
The name of this organization shall be the Colby ECHO Publish- by the human mind. Adult educa- liam Fraley, Thomas Hodsdon , Wil- Elwyn Doubleday, Carl Floyd, Rogtion -, is the most adult of all activliam Koster , Richard Osborne, Ste- er Hiss, Gary Knight, William Lat,
ing Association.
ities , since it is the search for truth
'
ven Rand , Robert Sears , Phil Smith, vis, Brad Sincoolc, Robert ThompArticle II—Purpose
.
.. , .
and meaning in existence. "
^
Philip Wiley.
son , James Wolfo, Roland Connors.
The purpose of this organization shall be to publish the j stud ent
"Student rights, " Johnston conTDP — William Burrell, William
DKE
Bill
Callahan
Mike
Cut,
—
newspaper of Colby College, and other publications which shall be tinued , "properly adhere to any ler
Louis Friodler , Phillip KinClark,
D.
Erdmann
John
Field,
Tim
,
,
human being in the context of ant
authorized by the Editorial Board of the Association.
Gailkrd , Bill George, Mike Har- dy, Barry Kligermann, William
educational experience, " The rea- rington
Article ' III — Organization and Functions
, Tod. Hudson , Jaolc Kollias, Lawless, Andrew Maizner, Peter
son for school is to provide a strucNestor , Kenneth Orloff , iDavid PenSection 1 - Editor
ture situation to readily engage the
hale , Ron ald Schorl , Mark Shovan ,
The Editor shall be nominated each semester by the functioning student in this adult education .
Carlos Sonnenborg, Eric Thorson ,
Editorial Board, and shall be confirmed by unanim ous vot e of th e Every action taken by -. the school
Stuart Wantman, Robert Adams,
Executive Board. The Editor shall serve for one semester. His duties must emanate from this academic
John Eiseman , Oaroll Hodge, Russwill include responsibility for the publishing of the newspaper, and function and derive its j ustification
ell Monbleau .
from it , Johnston asserted.
I LCA — Richard . Aube, Potei*
any oth er publications authorized by the Editorial Board. The Editor
,
Some
of
the
arguments
used
Blumonthal, Thomas Boglibsian, Gil
shall be responsible for functions delegated to the Association by the
against administrative actions were
Congdon , John Cooksbn , Richard
Student Government Association.
"Is everybod y hapjiy? "
then reviewed. Johnston mentioned
Gilrore , Kon Kosarjian , Paul KhrisSection 2 - Executive Board
tho genuine dislike f or regulation Bill Lovoday, Poto I ^ax, Joo Loom- tonson, James LoRouoho, Charles
The Executive Board" shall consist of the Editor , the Managing and regimentation of student life is, Charlie McLennan , Frank Neil , Ilabini , John TParasoiwicz , Peter
Editor , and the Business Manager. Non-voting members shall consist by some students. Students are of- Poke Redmond , Pete (Winstanley, Wagner , David Fearon , Manny
Rothman , Kim Miller , Potor Ddnn ,
of the Editorial and Financial advisors. l The Board shall confirm the ten subjected to regulations which Tony Blaine:
their peers in other occupations do
DU
John
Carvollas, James Dnmni s, Ed
John
Archambault
—
Allan
,
nomination of the Editor each semester, and shall confirm staff mem- not have to contend with.
Tho sec- As'dff , Jim Cook , Thonias Day, Vin- Mowry, Joff Wright, Olwrlos Rombers chosen b y the Editor at the Activities Fair.
ond argument often heard is thnt cent DoRosa , Mac Donaldson , Dav- aok, David Wooley.
Section 3 - Editorial Board
education is a right and not a priy- id Fischer , Bon Green , Kenneth InZP — Potov Anderson , Frank
The Editorial Board shall be appointed in January by the Editor ilego. Therefore regulations should grain , Jamos Craig, Jamqs Mutrio , Bill, Charles Birlom, Riohnrd Bishfor the second semester. The members shall serve for one year. The not derive thoir justificatio n from John Suitor , Vinni Surabian, Goof- op, Durand Blatsi , Goorgo Charponsupposed fact that higher edu- fory Williams , Ifaohard Zimmerman , tior, John Cromwell, Colby Currier ,
Board shall riorhinate the Editor each semester. The Board will con- tho
cation is a privilege which may he Al Post. ,
Dnnnoll , Terry Fay, John
firm nominations to the Contributing Board, ancl shall confirm the voyokod. A third argument ono of- PDT 4- Ira Black , Rick Lund Riolmrd
Glajo
Craig
Littlo, Harrison Monk,
,
,
¦
appointment of section heads by the Editor.
ten hoars concerns tho pettiness of Bruce Roberts ' . ,
Philip Proulx , Tom Rotf , David
many regulations. Johnston assortSection 4 - Contributing Board
KDR , — Peter Arsenault , Ken Winters , Daggobt Williamson , Rob
ed
that
although
those
arguments
AstoT,
Jim Bithor , Terry Clark , Elder , Stovo Smith,
The Contributing Board shall be nominated by the Editor and conwe're often valid , thoy missed the Tom Cox , BohDavis , Bill Donahue;
ATO — Diolc Jlairdo, Mike Brodfirmed by the Editorial Board. Members shall serve for one semester. main point ; students , in order to
Bob Egbert , E(d Phillips , Jim Simp- insky, John Hill , Bill Inglmm , Boo
The Board will consist of pdople able to assist the Association in it- gain rights , must often subject son Rod Small
,
, Marsh Williams, K onn ett , Doug JCeono, JafF Morso,
¦
' '
publications.
i
)
themselves voluntarily to tho dis- Larry Eckel.
Chip Paul, Miko Ransom , Tim Rich)
Continued on Pagol Eight
continued on Pftg-o Eight '
PLP—r- Kenneth Alien , Rich Am-i ards, Chris Wahmonn, Carl Maboo.
^

Johnston Speaks
For IMSA On
In Loco Parentis

Colby ECHO Constitution

Fraternity Pledges

Institute Offers
Seven Scholarship s

Pittinger Explains Need
For New Christianity

demption is a process of driving forward , toward fulfillment — the engagement of man by some valueideal , the projected purpose of himself. To attain fulfillment man needs
a profound sense of belonging, of
relating himself to his fellows. This
by J . W.M.,111
is
the same seeking for the divine
Scholarship applications [or undergraduate stud y in Europe during
It is somewhat difficult for the listener to ask himself how The actuality which penetrates all of
the academic year 1963-64 will be accepted by the Institute of Eu- Rev. W. N. Pittinger can call himself a "high churchman" or for modern literature." While the phyropean Studies beginning Thursday, Nov. 1.
that matter even a priest of the Christian Faith. One rather has the sical resurrection and empty tomb
Seven scholarships are being offered for study at the Institute's feeling that he seemed more some sort of watered-down Unitarian are to be discarded as myth, "Easter is by way of asserting that the
centers in Vienna,^ Paris, 'and Freiburg, West Germany. Included are masquerading in a Roman collar.
impact of this constellation of
three full scholarships which cover all basic costs such as tuition, fees, ' Pittinger's lecture was entitled "Christian Faith and Process
events is not merely something to
Thought. " Taking off . from Mat- which we look back —¦ but an affield-study trips, room , most meals,
thew Arnold's "We cannot do with- firmation of God's continuing relaand round-tri p ocean transportation
Material
Officer
Cadet
Captain
,
out Christian ity. We cannot do with
from the United States.
Raymond 0. White ; Personnel Of- Christianity , as it is ," Pittinger tionship with man : an affirmation
Each program, embraces formal
ficer , Cadet Captain Charles S. suggested that to make the Faith of the continued availability of the
classes , lectures , seminars- and fieldLudwig ; Administration Officer , more applicable to changing times event of the Saviour. Being good is
study, and is designed to fulfill usuCadet Captain George Swasey ; In- it must be "reconceived. " That is, tantamount to seeing God — Heaal course requirements at its acadformation Officer, Cadet Captain "each generation is to penetrate ven is the state of being thus with
emic ' level , officials of the Institute
with God. As for the doctrines of
As of October 29th; the 325th Carl A. Caito ; Assistant Informathrough anti quated phrasing of the sin, death, and damnation , they
said. The programs in Vienna and
AFROTC Cadet Group began the tion Officer , Cadet 1st Lt. Ralph
traditions bequeathed to-it and find must be discarded as faulty. "TraParis are open to college sophosecond of four rotation intervals in Kimball; Inspector , Cadet Captain
the great assertions and abiding in- ditional moral theory has been a
mores and juniors, while the IFreiwhich all advanced cadets have been David A. Johnson ; Assistant Insights which are living and eternal series of negatives which failed to
burg program is limited to juniors.
reassigned to different command spector, Ca det 1st Lt. Gordon
in terms of God's truth — t o take understand the animal which was
A full scholarship valued at
and staff positions.
Moog ; Personnel Services Officer, what is old and to find its meaning
$2,230 and partial scholarships valsupposed to be moral. Christianity
The Senior Cadet officers have as- Cadet Capt ain Edw ar d F . Buyniski,
for contemporary life. We are assures us that man can be opened
ued at $500 and $1,000 are availJr. ; Squadron I Commander, Cadet caught up in the dynamic movement
able for the Institute's program at
to the only , power that really matCaptain Paul Chader ; Squadron I of history and nature.
the University of Vienna.
We move or ters: Love : creative charity." With
Executive Officer , Cadet 1st Lt. die. Christianity lives and
moves :
The program there combines EngRodney Pierce ; Squadron II Com- it is process. The function of the its modern data on man as an organic totality the new Christian ethlish-taught liberal arts and general
mander , Cadet Captain Peter Wads- abiding insights is to preserve
idenic can be "realistic, less starry,~ and
studies courses , intensive .German
worth ; Squadron II Executive Of- tity. Insights
are visions or reality generally more positive. " Finally,
language instruction , regular unificer , Cadet 1st Lt. Charles P. in terms of the
world and man. The the former distinction which was alversity courses taught in German
Williamson ; Squadron- III Comman- Incarnation of
God in the Saviour alleged to characterize Christianity,
for those competent in that lander, Cadet Captain Bruce Law ; is focally true
of Him as crucial between the law and the . Gospel
guage, and supplementary lectures
.Squadron II Executive Officer , Ca- and decisive
but generally true of "has been transcended and included
,
and seminars. Previous knowledge
det 1st Lt. Robert P. Metzler , Jr. the revelation
of God and his word. in the act of transcendence." The
of German is not required.
The new rotation system, con- Therefore , the Saviour is no longer essence of Christian wisdom is
sisting of four complete changes in an isolated intervention of God , but equally available to the people of
For its program- at the University
command and staff positions, re- rather a climactic and definite pres- all times and all cultures , whether
of Freiburg , tlie Institute is offerplaces the past practice of change ence and action of God in a world in they ever hear of the Saviour or not ,
ing a full scholarship worth $2,125
Rotate
once a semester. The Corps feels which God is always present and for God' s greatest work is not to be
and a partial scholarship valued at
that
the more experience a cadet active. The Saviour is not an anom- comprehended necessarily in the
sumed
the
following
positions
:
politicstresses
000.
The
program
$1,
al science, German language stud3', Group Commander, Cadet Jbt. Col- has in meeting the problems posed ality : He is the classic instance. " Church, but, as 'Pittinger said ,
German philosophy and literature, onel Timothy J, Dakin ; Group Ex- hy new situations, the more it will The Holy Trinity is not a "divine characteristically equally
.as easily
and European history, with all clas- ecutive Officer , Cadet Captain Pet- help him to meet the demands number game, but a guarantee of
"sub
specie
pulchritudinis
musier S. Vogfc ; Operations Officer , Ca- placed on the Modern Air Force the structure of the world in its inses taught in German.
terpenetrative reality , its social cae. " Indeed , the doors of the
det Captain Robert W. Whitehouse ; Officer-;
Scholarships offered for study in
unity, its organic wholeness. ReContinued on Page Twelve
Paris include one covering all basic
costs , equivalent to. $2,475, and a
partial scholarship valued at $500.
Intended for superior students, the
program encompasses liberal arts
and general studies combined with
opportunities for independent study
at the University of Pari s and other
institutes of higher learning in Paris.

AFROTC

Assigns Positions
For 2nd Rotation

SUP ER MOHAIR TA RN J

The Institute's.announcement said
scholarships will , be granted on the
basis of academic achievement, financial need, and recommendation by
the applicant'sy "home " college or
university. 'A pplicants must be aged
18 to 24 and unmarried.
Completed applications must be
submitted no later than Feb , . 15,
1963. Forms and descriptive literature are available from the Institute
of European Studies , 35 E. "Wa cker
,
Drive, Chicago 1.

Awards will be ann ou nced about

May. 1, 1963. Enrolleea bound for
Paris and Vienna will sail for Europe lat e in Au gu st , followed in rnidSept embor by tho so b ou n d for th e
Freiburg program.

Th o Institut e, a nonprofit organization described as the largest institution conducting forei gn stud y
p rograms , is curr entl y accep tin g
non-scholarship applications for its
spring semester, 1963, programs at
the universities of Vienna nnd Freiburg . Tlio app li cation de a dline for
thoso programs is Deo. 10, with
sailings scheduled for early February.

HART 'S

i

Tailors , Cloanors & Dyers
Repairing and Alterations
on Ladles' and Man 's Garments
22 Main Stroot

BOOKS

I
USED AND NE W
LEON TIBBETTS
;
St., Hallowell , Me.
104
Water
'

j
j
j
j

KNIT MOM OR DAY
A SWEATER FOR XMAS

j
i

YARN SHOP

I

134 Main St.

FREE DELIVERY

AT ANY TIME
FOR 8 ORDERS.
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^e have th e season's newest styles that are a cinch
to score ; in the classroom , At the Frat. House , In the
Combination
Dorm , On Dates , At House Parties. . '
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F ellowships Awarded
For Science S tudy

WASHINGTON, D.G. — The National Academy of Sciences-National Research Council has been called upon again to advise the
National Science Foundation in the selection of candidates for .the
Foundation's program of regular graduate and postdoctoral fellowships. Committees of outstanding scientists appointed by the Academy-Research Council will evaluate applications of all candidates.

Final selection "w ill'b e' made by the mediate level ; and $2200 for the
Foundation , with awards to be an- terminal level . The annual stipend
for postdoctoral Fellows is $5000.
nounced on March 15, 1963.
Limited allowances will also be proFellowships will be awarded for vided to apply toward tuition, labstudy in the mathematical , physical , oratory fees and travel.
,
medical , biological, and engineering
Further information and applicasciences ; also in anthropology , psytion
materials may be obtained
chology (excluding clinical psychology), geography, economics (exclud- from the Fellowship Office , Nationing business administration), sociol- al Academy of Sciences-National
ogy (not including social work) ; Research Council , 2101 Constitution
and the history and philosophy of Avenue, N.W., Washington 25,
science. They are open . to college D.C. The deadline for the receipt of
seniors , graduate and postdoctoral ¦applications for regular postdoctoral
students , and others with equival- fellowships is December 17, 1962,
ent training and experience. All ap- and for graduate fellow ships, Jan-.
plicants must be citizens of the uary 4, 1963.
United States and will be jud ged
solely on the basis of ability.
Applicants for the graduate |
awards will be required to take the
Gradu ate Record Examination designed to test scientific aptitude
and achievement. Thi s examination ,
administered by the Educational
Testing Service, will be given on
January 19, ¦1963, at designated
centers throughout the United
States and certain foreign countries.

II

can lift.

The a.nnual stipends for graduate
Fellows are as follows : $1800 for
the first level ; $2000 for the inter-
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ATHLETIC POLICIES
Continued from Page Two
At the same time , everyone at
Colby must recognize that there is
an athletic problem at Colby. Winkin correctly stated that not enough
men come out fox sports. We urge
the administration to consider the
problem. In particular, the use of
freshmen on the varsity football ,
tennis, and golf teams might be
considered. We don 't know what
would solve the problem and still
be consistent with present Colby
policies , but we urge those students,
coaches , and members of the administration who liave ideas to make
them known.
C LASS O F 1964
Continued from Page Two
under the chairmanship of VicePresident Williams. A special! class
meeting will be held to consider the
scholarship proposal . Notices will be
sent out giving the details of the
propose program before the meeting
is held at wh ich time a formal vote
will be taken on the program.
3. The Class Traffic Committee
met with the Faculty Committee on
Safety on November 1 at 10:00 a.m.
in the office of Dean Johnson , Dean
of the Faculty. The decision of the
Faculty Committee on Safety will
be announced as soon as word on
it has been received.
Under new busin.es s:
1. The three class Presidents are
considering the possibility of having an all college sesquicentennial
Ball sponsored "by the classes. A
meeting will be held to consider this
proposal.
2. A proposal was made concerning a class work project in conjunction with Community Chest off campus, to raise money as did the senior
Class last week. :
3. It was announced that Neal

Johnson from the National Student
Association would be speaking at
7 :30 p.m. after the meeting in Given Auditorium on the subject "In
Loco Parentis ".
There being no further business
the meeting was adjourned at 7:20
P.m.

Maine , only to sit through an afternoon of hail , rain , and mud. To you
who have remained with a spirited
and brave team through unsuccessful football games, the Colby cheerleaders say, "thank you. "
This coming Saturday, November
10th , Colby goes to Lewiston to
play Bates College. As you may exC LOSE THE HOUSES?
pect , each student is encouraged
Continued from Page Two
(and threatened) to find a ride and
and women. The ruling is a sensego to the game — need we say
less means to an impossible end.
more ?
Though wisdom be incommunicaThe Colby Cheerleaders
ble , knowledge is gained through,
education . Every year more than a
hundred freshmen enrolled in the
General Psychology course learn
\ O PEN HOUSES
that the sexual impulse is a basic
To
the
Editor
:
physiological motive. The Echo has
There
has
heen
a lot of criticism
approached the Administration conagainst
the
administration
concerndescendingly by asking that it recing
the
house"
question
"open
. Beognize our ability to "control our
ing
an
independent
in
Robins
Hall
,
sexual impulses. " If the Editors
I
feel
resentful
to
the
administrashare student sentiment, let them
speak out boldly and proclaim our tion for revolting a privilege which
inability, oar unwillingness to stifle our dorm previously had had and
this basic drive. If this be done , honored without any serious inciand , if the -Administration fears the dents.
The first important realization is
consequences , then by all mean s, let
that
the independent men , the fratthe' proposal in question be carried
ernities
, and the women's side of
out.
campus
are three distinct classificaRobert M. Young, '65
tions or divisions' in the student
SCHOOL SPIRIT
body. They each have specific and
Continued from Page Two
uni que reasons for desiring open
But , rather , the purpose of the houses. The independent men desire
letter is to praise those partici pants open houses because of a 'lack of
who were drenched in the rai n at space in their dormitories. They
the games versus the University of< want to be able to throw parties
New Hampshire and Tufts Univer- among themselves having the gensity ; shoveled their way to the field eral social opportunities enjoyed hy
on a snowy Homecoming weekend ; the fraternities. Both the indepenwho drove to the University of dent men and fraternities desire

Open Houses

open houses for a relative bit of
privacy away from other couples.
The women have had v traditional
open houses during special weekends , and desire to retain the privilege once held. Being an independent man , I am ignorant of other
pressing problems which might
cause the fraternities and women to
have open houses. However, this
ignorance has little bearing on the
suggestions to be rnade.
The first step is for the .admin^
istration to meet. wi$h .representatives of the three general divisions
of the student body and work toward , the establishment of open houses as it would specifically pertain
to the needs and desires of these
particular groups of students.
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$1.00 '
1.00 ;
1.25 i

Wed. - Chicken Rice Soup
Smothered Beef & Onions
Chicken Pie
Baked Meat Loaf

$1.00 ;
1.00 i
1,00 !
<

j

;
$1.00 |
1.00 j
1.00 I
'

Fri. • Fish Chowder
Baked Haddock
Baked Macaroni & Cheese
Fried Haddock

j
j
j

j
I
j
j
j
j
j

i

Thurs. - Vegetable Soup
New England Boiled Dinner
Chicken A la King
Beef Steak Pie

t. 1

!

$1.00
.95 1
$1.00
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Sat. - Chicken Noodle
Pot Roast of Beef
.
Chicken Pie
Spaghetti & Meat Sauce

\

j
.25
;
$1
' 1.00
N .95 ;

Sun. - Tomato Rice
Baked Salisbury Steak
Roast Chicken & Rice
Broiled Single Pork Chop
i

$1.00
1.25
1.00
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Mon. - Corn Chowder
Baked Sausage
Grilled Salisbury Steak
Pot Roast of Beef

Wonderful To Wear J
From Yawn to Dawn J
—Our Warm Robes J

O lOO^o^quilted cottoa (shown)
® WdOl arid nylon blends
® Arnel triacetate
• 100% Acrylic pile
^ Orion acrylic pile
Colors : Turquoise, royal,
Pa^ e ^ lie> W^> cran berry
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Complete Dinners Fri., Sat., Sun.
5:30 - 8:00
$1.50
OTHER NIGHTS BY RESERVATION
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?{• No Man is an Island X
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CO LBY SPECIALS

i i

160 - 168 Main Stroot
Gives The Colby Student

j

WATERVILLE , MAINE
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YAN KEE PEDLAR MOTEL

\

[ INSURANCE-CORPORATION ;
i
i
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rVtributions

'.

ALWAYS A PLEASURE TO SERVE YOU
.

?>lished by the ECHO. Submit con- *
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RESTAU RANT !

55 MAIN STREET
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Open 11:30 to 8:00
Closed Tuesday

SEA FOOD - HOME COOKING

Tol. 2-9826

i*
literary magazine being pub ;£

j Klenr -

STEAKS - CHOPS - BARBECUED CHICKEN

A SPECIALT Y

*?

(Spe

WE SPECIALIZE IN

PIZZAS and SUBS

T£the

COMPLETE

BENOIT CARON , Proprietor

GERARD'S

Corner of Front & Temple
"

.
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BOB-IN

¦
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)* Contributions
are needed for***

To |facilitate quick action in opening the houses, I would suggest at
least some basic rules. 1). The
doors to all rooms should be open
during open houses. 2) Individuals
violating rule one be subjected to
some sort of consequence depending
on the nature of the , infraction.
These are basic suggestions. Others
will have to be devised between the
students and the college if we ever
are to obtain open-house privileges.

S P R I N G ST. L A U N D R A M A ID
10 Spring St.
Waterville
SPECIAL EVERY WEEK
CKino's Washed and Ironed 30c each
Special Get Acquainted Offer on Now

I
I
I
>
I

The IFC would be responsible for
the fraternities, the Women's Student League would be responsible
for the women's open houses , and
the Independent ' ,' Men's ' Council
would govern the independents. An
"esprit de corps '' of honor would
quickly be.in existence among the
student social groups. Those :who
would not acquiesce to the general
agreement would quickly be driven
out of the social organizations and
maybe from the college, not because
they were immoral but because they
were so selfish and immature as to
have a large group suffer for their
individual actions. 7
Bruce Lytle, '64
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Sweepstakes for colleges only

¦ ' . ¦ Your chances of winning are 50 times better than if open to the general public
, Vou can winl 50 flashing new '63 Pontiac Tempest La Mans convertibles are up for grabs! They're easy to win and it's lots of fun!
The big sweepstakes is starting now . . . keeps going and growing
through the school year. There'll he drawings for 5, 10, "then 15 and
finally 20 new /Tempest convertibles — four exciting laps—50 cars in
all! Enter often . . . no limit on the number of entries per person!
j
, ii
Enter nowl tt
Here s all
you do:
1. Pick up a free official L&M Grand Prix 50 entry blank. Look for them
where cigarettes are sold—on and atyout campus. Fill it in.
2. Detach your serialized L&M Grand Prix 50 License Plate from your
entry blank. Save it! Tear off the bottom panels from 5 packs of L&M
KiNft, L&M Box , Chesterfield King or Chesterfield Regular. Menthol smokers can enter with Oasis. 5 panels, or acceptable substitutes (see
entry blank), must accompany each entry. Each entry must be mailed
3. Mail us the panels and your serialized entry blank ... it matches your
license plate. Your serial number may be one of the 50 that wins a '63
Tempest convertible!

FOR THE
¦- . 'J ^^j S¦ EXCLUSIVE
^^

GIRLS

Winners' Tempests will include : 3-speed floor shift, bucket seats,
deluxe trim and special decor, radio and heater, deluxe wheel discs,
windshield washers and white sidewal), tires; with delivery, sales tax
and registration all pre-paid! And, choice of body, trim and top
colors as well as choice of differential gear ratios!
,m p 0rtant: As your entries are received they become eligible for all
subsequent drawings, So enter often and enter early—before the
drawing for the first five Tempests (right after Thanksgiving). Entries reCeived by Thanksgiving weekend will be eligible in drawings
„ j -q |rP
»
emr>ests'
_,
.
, .
, ., , .
Remember: The more entries you submit, the more chances you
have'to win!
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far ahead in smok ing satisfa ction !

See the Pontiac Tempest at your nearby Pontiac Dealer I

SCIENCE REQUIREMENTS
Continued from Page Two
My hypothesis (scientific definition) is that because these courses
naturally both lead to further investigation and enroll students seriously interested in that fi eld of
study, they tend to be more informative, interesting, and even inspiring. Evidence that may back up my
ideas include the relatively dulhand ,
for the most part , matter-of-fact
courses formerly offered for - nonmajors in Economics, Chemistry,
and Physics. Perhaps my evaluation is in error , but I feel the present Astronomy "science' f or nonscience majors " is similarly endowed.
I feel I could show the near impossibility of presenting a. course as
you , Mr. Editor , described , but this
is not necessary to those who know
enough science to understand readily and much too lengthy for those
who don 't have such knowledge. I
shall take a more positive approach.
Since education is largely finding
one's own- (and mankind's) ignorance, I believe, it is effective to
demonstrate how much is known in
one small field of knowledge, such
as Physics, thus showing implicitly
what is not known in that field.
Once a real student is exposed to
such a demonstration, he wi ll then
be able to see how little he knows
of the sum of man 's knowledge.
To paraphrase : To understand the
significance of "the% history, scope,
and foreseeable implications of the
scientific and technological revolutions " one must first understand
the science and technology of each
of the many revolutions. But . since
one man cannot learn all this, he
must come to an understanding of
one small field , always finding more
exactly the location and bounds of
this area of man 's investigation .
I welcome comments and discus^sion with students and faculty.
Mark Albertson
Phy sics, '64
STU-G CODIFICATION
Continued from Page Three
was an optician because he invented
bifocal glasses. He was a social scientist because he founded the first
anti-slavery socitsty in America. He
was intensely interested in thermodynamics and invented the Franklin stove. He demonstrated his interest in acoustics by modifying the
into
hydroactylopsychicharmanica
the harmonica , and he was a library
scientist because he had lots of
books."
Informal Fallacies
1. Argumentum ad Baculum (appeal to force.)
Ex : Stud ent s who tak e a vacation
cut will be fined $25.
2. Argumentum ad Misericordiam
(appeal to pity )
Ex: But gee, professor , my theme
isn 't done because I was at a Stu-G
meeting.
3. Argumentum ad Populum (appeal to the grandstand.)
Ex: Tho mon and women of Colby Collego have a moral right to
expect, that . , .
4 ," Abusive Argumentum ad Homin om.
Ex : This is Wesley Miller's idea
and Wesley is a drip so the idea is
all wot.
5. Cir cumstanti al Ar gumentu m ad
Hominem.
Ex : Student : "College trios to
regiment students ' too much ." Professor : What will you do when you
got in tho armyP

6. Argumentum ad Verecundiam.
Ex: Elijah Parish Lovejoy would
want it this way.
7. Complex Question
Ex: What shall we do about these
¦
UGLY buildings ?
8. Irrelevant Conclusion.
Ex: Students will work harder
if they have to compete for grades.
9. Argu mentum ad Ignoratium
(appeal to ignorance.)
Ex: Of course it's so — have you
ever heard otherwise ?
10. False Cause.
a. Causa Pro Causa (mistaking
as the cause for something what is
not the cause.)
b. Post Hoc Ergo Propter Hoc
(presumably that merely because a
precedes b it is the cause of b ).
Fallacies of Amhiguity
1. Amphiboly (arguing from ambiguously formulated premises.)
Ex: Students of BOTH sexes will
be admitted free.
2. Equivocation (using the same
word in different ways within an
argument.)
Ex: Student Government has a
ri ght to criticize the present administration. Student Government has
an obligation to do what is right.
Therefore Student Government has
an obligation to criticize the present administration.
3. Composition '
Ex: Colby is made of only the
best-bricks. Colby is well built.
4. Accent (shift in meaning because of the words accented).
Ex: Great'
CONSTITUTION
Continued from Page Three
Section 5 - faculty Advisors
There shall be an editorial and a
financial faculty advisor. They shall
be chosen by the President of the
College. They shall be equipped to
give advice and * render assistance
on publishing questions to the Association at the request of the Executive Board.
Section 6 - The Business Manager
The Business Manager shall be
responsible for the financial transactions of the Association and shall
keep accurate records of the same.
He and his staff shah keep a complete record of revenues collected by
advertising, and revenues allotted
by the student government, and
their allocation.
Section 7 - Managing Editor
The Managing Editor shall be responsible for performing the duties
of the Editor in the event of the
Editor's absence or inability to perform the duties of his office. The
Managing Editor shall be responsible for the technical aspect of the
Association's publications.
Section 8 - Section Heads
Section heads shall be responsible
for the editorial content of their respective departments. General Editorial policy will be formulated by
th o Editor and the Editorial Board .
Section heads of the financial and
advertising departments shall peri¦
|
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form their functions in accoi'dance
with accepted financial and publi shing practices.
Section 9 - Staff
A staff of reporters and technicians' needed by the Association
shall be assigned at the Activity
Fair by the Editor , and at any other
time during the year. Membership is
subject to the approval of the Executive Board.
STU-G REPORTS
Continued From Page Three
Student Government respectfully
recommends to the Deans that they
choose this committee in consultation with the Student Government
Social Chai rman and his Social Committee ; ihat these said people be
invited to serve on the committee ;
that the names of those selected by
the Deans be submitted to Student
Government next Monday evening ;
and that this committee be constituted by next Monday evening.
4. It was announced that the
Handbooks have arrived. Thanks
were extended to Mr. Jan Robertson, Deans Seaman .and Nickerson,
Mr. R. Dyer, Mr. P. Archer, Mr.
D. Minnehan, Miss M. Fuchs, and
the rest of the Handbook Committee
for their work in this project .
Mr. Dean Minnehan was appointed by the Council editor of the Student Government Handbook for the
Academic Year 1963-64 .
5. Student Government respectfully recommends that Miller Library be kept open during Academic
Convocations , and the evenings of
big weekends.
6. Student Government respectful recommends that all constitutions of any organization . which
must be approved by Student Governrhent be printed in the Echo in
legal type.
7. The proposed' Constitution of
the Colby Echo was approved by the
Council.
8. Thanks and congratulations
were extended to the Women's Student League for a most successful
leadership workshop.

see the officers of Student Govern- to facilitate extra-academic functions such as fund-raising, buildment.
6/ The report of Mr. Whit Bond ing, etc.
and his committee with respect to
4. The administration must be
Traffic Facilities was read.
concerned about the health and safe-,
S. Sehoeman, class of '64, report- ty of the community.
ed that his class conducted a survey
5. The administration - should,
of this traffic problem and the help fill gaps on campus.' Examples,
detailed report is now in the hands mentioned were lecture series, year-,
of the Administrative Committee. books and literary magazines.
7. Student Government Respect6. The administration should pro-,
fully recommends that faculty memtect the academic freedom * of thebers return graded .work as quickly
campus. It should not protect the.
as possible so that students may
student from himself.
profit from their shortcomings on .
7. The members of the adminisone assignment before a subsequent
tration
should personally and unofassignment is due.
ficially
involve themselves in the:
8. It was announced that a Stuwelfare
of
the community.
dent Government-Faculty survey on
Architecture and Social Regulations
K^ IK^^t^^t^t-^^ ^t^t-K-K ^^ t-^t*
will be circulated by the Dorm ^^
?J*
V
Councils to all students.
y*
TThere being no further business , v
the meeting was adjourned at 10 :25
p.m.
Respectfully submitted ,
Marsha Palmer , Secretary
JOHNSTO N SPEAKS
Continued from Page Three
cipline and regulation which go
along with such rights. For example, although non-students may not
have a curfew , it is quite conceivable that students do need a curfew
or quiet hours to pursue their intellectual activities. Unfortunatel y,
too many administrative rulings are
accepted out of habit , when they
have no academic justification for
existence.
Johnston concluded by recommending the following steps the administration could take :
1. The administration must be
actively involved in the academic
process.
2. The administration must have
the courage of its convictions. Its
purpose should not be to "keep the
campus quiet."
3. The administration should work
— — —^—^—

Italian Sandwiches nnd Pizzas
At tho Rotary
Call Ahead and Havo Your
Order Waiting
Above $4 - Froo Delivery
TR 2-0731
Open Sundays at 1 :00 p.m.
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4. Colby College Student Government respectfully recommends that
there not be a recall election in the
case of the President of Student
Government next Tuesday . '
5. Anyone interested' in serving
as tlio USNSA student travel director on this campus is requested to
Modern Brioh
Fireproof - Froo T.V.
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CLOSES SUNDAY UNTI L SPRING

|

Botwoon Watorvillo and Fairfield
Colby Collego Noarby
CLYDE & THERESA ARNOLD , Props.
SWIMMING POOL
GIFT SHOP j . COFFEE SHOP
TEL. EACH UNIT
SELECTED BY EMMONS WALKER , AAA , SUPERIOR
Dlroot to Canada
, Routes 201 , 100 and 11
ToL 453-7318
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RUMMEL' S

1.. The Chess Club' s request for
$150.00 to bring the Chess Master
to campus was defeated.
2. A motion that members of the
independent Judiciary Boards, by a
campus referendum vote , be eliminated and those members be fused to
form a Joint Judiciary, was tabled.
3. It was announced that nominations for the Freshmen Interim
Committee will take place Tuesday. N"ov, 6, and elections to this
Committee will, be Tuesday, Nov.
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NEW EVENING POLICY
5 - 7 MON. - FRIDAY
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NDEA PROTESTED
Continued from Page One
offense for any member of an organization identified as communistcontrolled by the Subversive Activities Control Board to apply for a
loan under the NDEA .
-Another , provision permits the
Commissioner (who distributes the
money) to , arbitrarily refuse funds
to any person in whole or in part ,
if he feels that the money is not " in
the best interests of the United
States."
Finally, the new bill provides that
students applying for loans under
the NDEA give a detailed statement
of any criminal convictions they
have received , including traffic violations involving more than a twenty five dollar fine.
Swa-rthmoTe, the first college in
the nation publicly tp oppose the
original disclaimer affidavit, still
has the new* provisions under study
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that "Colby re-enter the loan program of the NDEA. The motion,
passed by a large majority , read as
follows : It was moved that the faculty recommend to the Board of
Trustees that Colby College immediately re-enter the loan program of
the National Defense Education
Act, unless the President should
discover reasons for doubting the
wisdom of this recommendation.
The boycott of the program by* 22
schools , Colby among them, appears
to be ending. The Colby Board of
Trustees will issue a statement next
week , to be printed in the ECHO,
which will disclose the decision it
reached this week on renewed Colby
participation in the program. The
decision , it is expected , will place
Colby, along with Harvard , Tale,
Brandeis , and other schools, back
in the program.
The Board is expected to follow^
the recommendation of the Colby
AAUP Chapter. I n- a statement recently issued, the chapter stated
that it: "welcomes the repeal of
the discriminatory affidavit claus*
of the NDEA. The chapter notes ,
however; that the Act as amended
still contains invidious restrictions
on loans to college students.
We therefore recommend to the
President and Trustees of Colby
1 College that , if they determine that
\ participation in the NDEA loan
program is in the best interest of
I the College, they issue a statement
that the college regrets that the
i Act
establishes discriminatory nonI academic conditions for the granting of loans : that the college adj ministrative officers have a serious
to see that the appli| responsibility
cation of the law does not tend to
j hamper freedom of thought and expression ; and that the college looks
forward to the eventual repeal of
all discriminatory non-academic condition s for the granting of loans. "

by a joint student-faculty-administration committee.
The "Columbia Spectator" stated, tcWhen a small notice buried
on an inside page of tie NEW
YORK TIMES" announced that the
House of Representatives tad stricken the so-called communist disclaimer oath from the NDEA, the
news seemed too good to be true.
It was. The notice was an incomplete report on a witless practical
joke played by both houses of congress on enlightened supporters of
higher education."
The American Civil Liberties
Union has stated that they will continue to fight the revised version of
the NDEA disclaimer provision.
Prom its "Washington headquarters,
the AGLU announced that the new
requirements are "no worse than
the original disclaimer affidavit,
but certainly no better."
The faculty of Colby College approved by a voice vote a motion
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With concealed zipper
anc contrasting trim,
*
the Jager jacket is at
everywhere ,
Available for both men
and women,in all sizes
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COPY FOR ECHO

¦?T«

Book ,Shows
How Not To
Avoid Draft

*|*
A.

ft

t

\tt Use a typewriter in preparing ^
?|all copy .
Y
?*? Begin every story on a new£
Xsheet of paper .
X
BOOK SHOWS
£ Write on copy paper size 8!4xy
Everything the student needs to
4<11 inches.
X
know about military service — and
Y
Y
*
*
how
to make the most as well as
BEGIN
every
story
3
inches
:
X
£from the top of the paper in or-y the best of it — is set forth in a
y der to leave room for the head-!'! complete and authoritative book
Xline. Number the succeedin g pag-£ published today.
$es at the top.
*| THE STUDENT'S GUIDE TO
?!? MILITARY SERVICE by Michael
Y
Y Write on one side of a sheet **. Harwood (Channel Press, Manhas'only.
X set N.T., hardcover $5.95, paperY
,
?
Y
back
$2.95) brings together for the
Set
your
typewriter
at
60
spac-y
X
?|«es. If this is not followed , the y* first time detailed information on
Xstory must. be retyped at the of-£ the hundreds of alternatives open
y to draft-age students, in addition
5;fice.
;
Y
Y to answering such questions as:
Double-space
all
copy
to
proy
Y
How can a student continue his
I*!vide room for guide lines , cor-X education while in service?
Erections , and other markin gs by£
How will the government help
N
vine editor.
•?? him to obtain a degree or specialX Endent paragraphs 5 spaces. f ized or professional education ?
A
*<
How can he decide whether de£ Write your name in the uppery
ferment
or present service is the
corner
of
the
firstS
yleft-hand
?i«
»*?
wiser
choice
?
page.
v
^
Facts
that
previously could be
X Write a word , or phrase , sym-*£
obtained
only
by
consulting scores
Xbolic of the story in the upper £
of
references
, many of fchem not
y left-hand corner of each page ,y
X generally available, are brought to?£above or below your name.
gether for easy and quick comparis!•? Place the word "more " at the .
*! on. Simple contents from some of
Xend of each page if there is***
the 17 chapters include :
*£more than one page.
y
The Selective Service System —
" Use the symbol
" -30-" at the**. the law and how the
y
system works ;
Xend of the story to signify theX
classification
and
deferment
; arguYconclusion.
*?? ments for deferment ; how to. apY
X
X When mentioning
students ,X peal.
Xfollow their name with their *!*
Hundreds of Choices — descripy dass , as in John H. Ooe , '59.|» tions of the seven services and proXconsult the College Catalog for X gress within each.
Xthe correct spelling of names. X
Regular Enlistment — twelve dif??
?!? ferent programs
?
; pay and promo?JK**«**.**.**.**«*****5H.**'.**»
tion ; subsistence and quarters allowances ; living conditions ; dependents.
Guaranteed Training or . Assignment — enlistment options ; specific jobs ; opp ortunities to travel
abroad or learn a skill ; opportunities for musicians. ,
!
2 MILES ON
:
The- Draftee — limits on his
training ; programs for draftees '
AUGUSTA ROAD
only.
'
Reserves and National Guard —
!
seventeen programs ; new developDINE & DANCE
ments.
Officer Programs — qualifications ; ROTC and expected changes ;
Officer
Candidate Schools
and
courses.
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39 Main St.
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MU LE KICKS
By Morg McGinley

¦

j

Baby Modes Cancel
Oh Series Sweep;
Games
Edge Bowdoin, 1-0 Remaining
Colby Hooters

A sensati onal goal tending job by
substitute goalie George . Burks,
capped with a third period tally by
Pete Ives gave the Mule soccer team
a 1-0 victory over a strong Bowdoin
team Tuesday. The win, the second
straight in. Maine series competition, was Colby ' s eighth win against
one loss thus far.
Bowdoin dominated first period
play, and if it had not been for
Burks , the Mules might well have
been behind at the end of the period. The second period was even ;
Ives' goal at the 9 :45 mark of the
third period was a headed hall which
popped in"to the net following a
scramble deep in Polar Bear territory. Again in the last period
Burks and the Mule defense sparkle d, and as a result Coach Loebs
enjc-Ved a well deserved dinner.
Colby now stands a good chance
of winning the first Maine State
Series Soccer Championship, enjoying wins over both Bates and , Bowdo in . This would be a fitting conclusion for a long, difficult season.
It not only would be a just reward
for the hard working hooters , but
it might also silence those skeptics
wh o ma k e derroga t ory st at em en t s
about the fal tering Colby athletics.

by Bruce Lytle

The" football season is over for the Baby Mules. John Winkin, a
member of the coaching staff at Colby commented on the situation
recently in his radio program "S ports Winks." The major text of
coach Winkin's speech is summarized in the following paragraphs.
The freshman football squad started the season with 31 men.; Players quit because of "apathy" until the squad numbered 16 men..
Though attempts were made to*play the normal schedule, the season
was cancelled with the approval of Dr. Dore, the athletic department,,
and the. administration. The main reasons were that the 16 man.
squad was composed of 3 members who had never played football before. Seven men were hurt or slowed by injuries. Attempts to compete
'
under these conditions would be disastrous.

Last week's 27 :0 pigskin humbling by* Maine, tacked onto a string
of six previous football losses', served to wrest from the shadows a
question which has been lurking there for some time: Where is Colby
football headed ; or p erhaps one should say where is Colby's athletic
program going ?
Several weeks ago John Winkin, varsity baseball coach, openly
asked Colby men why they , had not better supported Mule teams.
Winkin was searching for the answer to a general feeling of apathy,
to a seeming disregard for the quality of Colby's athletic performances. Winkin's concern was well justified. It came in the wake of an
announcement by Athletic Director Lee Williams that all remaining
Winkin went on to say that the frosh football situation is just one
freshman football games were cancelled.
example of the large extent of apathy existing on Mayflower Hill.
The 1962 Baby Mule gridders had been especially hard hit by in"The convocation was another." Sticking to the football situation ^
juries. They had some six or seven of their 17 man squad hobbled;
Winkin charged that many of the players reported with the attitude
Under the circumstances, Williams could not in good faith complete
freshmen.
The
of being strictly heroes or members of the starting team without workthe schedule. To do so would have been unfair to the
ing to earn this solid status. Few are content with being a mere memrisk of serious injury to the b oys was too great.
ber of the squad. The tragedy of this situation is that the average
If one had been at all sensitive to the turn of events in the past
male
student has had everything handed to him. He is not willing to=
announcement.
Williams'
by
few years, he was not greatly surprised
work, to sacrifice, to be interested in anything which is not given
Notwithstanding the fact that this year's frosh team was severely criphim. Many of these points are echoes of Bob Clifford's quote in the
pled by injuries, the cancellation should not shock us. The truth is
Echo last year regarding this situation. He called it "The gutlessnessthat the 1960 and '61 freshman teams had no more players that the
of the American youth."
'62 team. The Mules in this time were able to win only one game.
facts.
A
handful
of
So why be surprised? It's time for Colby to face
Coach Winkin went on to point out the large number of candidates
martyrs can't do the job.
for freshman football at other comparable schools. Bowdoin, Maine,
Shouldn't Mayflower Hill take time to re-evaluate the athletic
Brown , Dartmouth all had freshman candidates numbering in the
program? Colby has taken pride in competing against top-flight com- ? .
* 80's and 90's. Compared to the 9 or 10 men often showing for Colby's,
petition , and she has always competed successfully. Now the Blue X The first meeting of the COCy
freshman football practice, one wonders whether John Winkin will
and Gray seems faced with a decision. Should the Mules compete t*«was held on Oct. 18. Plans forX
ever be able to work: with the enthusiastic few and teach them things
proposed)*
Xthe coming year were
unsuccessfully against outstanding competition,. should they compete yand scheduled. Yacht council an-*!* contributing
to the whole educational experience.
successfully against mediocre competition, or should they compete at ?Enounced plans for three sailing.*.
In editorializing a bit, this writer notes the small numbers of many
Xmeets in the fall. Ski CouncilX
all?
ski activities such as*?**? squads as varsity football and basketball when talented athletes who
Recent events seem to indicate that only a small number of people Vdiscussed
v
?
?^competitive
racing, recreational*;*
do not report for these squ ads, often waste their time on beer and
on the Hill would like to see Colby -win against top teams. Do not
Xski trips to Sugarloaf , and skiX frisbies. It is interesting to note that the top students on campus often
think that an overzealous writer is ringing a false alarm. We should Xlessons, It announced the visits)*
.
all be aware of the seriousness of the problem. We're still winning, ?f*of Warren Miller on J anuary . 31$ play sports, or if not , engage in other extra-curricular activities. They
you say. Well, we're not winning in football. We've had to cancel a tjjlto show his- new movie. TheX are the ones who also attend lectures such as those of the convocation.
freshman sport; we have to hope we can beat the top squads that ^Woodsmen 's Council describedY Most often , the indifferent student finds himself with mediocreCOC for they grades. This situation generally makes invalid the argument, "I don't
last year's hockey team defeated, but we're only hoping; we won the ythe responsibility
of part ofof the
.^.upkeep
Appala-X have time because of so many exams." These opinions of this writer
state series is basketball last year, but Coach Lee Williams expects
Xchian trail, and suggested fallX
only 10 or 11 men out for the squad this year, despite the fact that ytrips there for , interested work-y show just a few instances of apathy on campus. Coach Winkin has to
v be concerned with his special field ; students should be concerned
with
there are 700 men in the student body. And don't forget, we've got V
yers. Trie council also announced.;.
the
reasons
for
their
tenure
at
Colb
plan
participate
in
an
to
in-X
College.
The
fact
is
that
all
of
t|«its
y
a spanking tough basketball schedule to meet this year. Last year
s
Xtercollegiate
Woodsman
meetX
'
us share human frailties and have our instances of apathy. However,
the varsity golf team had to recruit a player from outside its ranks in
..University
..of
the
..Maine.?
yat..
the
sitution of cancelling the freshman football season brings disorder to play one match. That's right , the boy wasn't even on the
?^Slides were shown from the Ka-X
team. They had to solicit his help so that Colby wouldn't be disqualr Xtahdin trips.
' . ', - % grace to Colby College. Maybe the student body will feel and share
a portion of this disgrace, shake off most of the indifference, and
ified. And everyone knows the problems we've had to face in track
?*? On Thursday, October 25,X
competition.
Xthero was a supper at the COCX start realizing the reasons for coming to college.
Let's not kid ourselves. We don't have nearly so many outstanding j' lodgo. On Saturday, Nov. 4, the>}
athletes, nor even so . many people out for sports as we did a few ?^annual Interfraternity, Woods-'*.
years ago. Something has to give soon. Last year we lost two outstand- Xmen 's Meet was held. KDR wasX
ing coaches. And you can't expect that we can keep the talented staff Xthe winner of the meet. Outing;';
?|*Cluohas scheduled a trip to Mt. *j»
we now have if Colby isn't going to meet the challenges of playing ^Tumbledown for Sunday, Nov-X
rigorous schedules with a good amount of success. You can't ask a Xember 11. All those who like toX
man to stay on the Hill to coach a small number of men who can't ?t'hikc and want a change* of scene*{*
X
possibly meet the opposition they face on an even basis. At least you Xare welcome.
Maine's Black Bears rolled up their second state series victory and
»:?
?
can't expect it when schools of comparable "academic merit can offer
loomed as the' team to beat for the title, as they swamped the Mules,
more suitable work conditions to these coaches.
27-0, at Orono last weekend. Billed as a team which likes fo thro&
And what about the players ? After all , it is about them whom we
*
the ball , Maine tried some ten passes without success,1 then decided
y
WOODSMAN'S MEET
should be most concerned. If Colby doesn't want to meet the chal- i
y
?*.
to stay on the ground. This decision proved effective , for the Bears
The results of the Intorfrat-y
¦ y
lenge that good small schools like her are meeting (notabl y Amherst , X
y
ate up yardage on power .p lays . They were able to outcharge the ColWoodman 's Meet aro asy
Williams, Middlebury), then all .concerned should seriousl y consider Xornity
y by line most of the afternoon . The Mules lost Co-captain
V
'
Charlie
y
:
Xfoiiows
¦? ?
changing the athletic policy.
y
_
Carey
on
the
third
play
of
the
ball
game
and
by
,
the end of the first
Fraternity
. Points;,**
Does Colby reall y want outstanding sports participation ? Better XPIace
quarter
it
was
apparent
that
they
missed
him.
'
Kappa
Delta
Rho
544
1
»jj
yet, does Colby reall y want an athletic program of ah intercollegiate ;; V Zota Psi
479 £
|
For the entire first quarter the Mules ran from a spread formation.
nature at all? Two weeks ago, this writer described Colby's perform423 £ Apparentl y they wanted to give Bink
3
Pi Lambda Phi
|
y Smith running room , but the
ance against Trinity as the worst he had seen by a Mule grid team. ' 4
Lambda Chi Alpha 418 £
<$
big
Maine
line
gave
Smith
onl
y 13 yards all afternoon. Only once did
He did not mean that as biting criticism of the Colby team. It was ?*? s
Alph a Tau Omoga 363 X.
the best material that Colby could offer, and Colby, despite its rec- X: a» ' Delta Wpslloii
320 % the Mules offer a serious threat ,, and that was late in the first half ,
<!• when they drove to the Maine nine-yard-line. On the next play they
ord , has a talented ball club. Yet there are weak spots, and there are v
not enough experienced ball players. If you're unaware of the fact that
lost seven yards on an attempted sweep, however, and the drive
*«»*mJ*j«^
the Mules hav e to depend on abou t 12 or 13 solid performers, then •$«.Jm^Jm**»j«»j«*«»j«»j«»;».
stalled.
it 's time to wake up. Week after week the Mules are pounded by &
VACATION COTS
£
Maine scored itr, initial touchdown late in the first quarter when
fresh-far, deeper talent. And you just can't keep taping a weak leg or X Any student absent without.*.
padding an injured hi p on a man . You can 't ask'him to go out Sat- «*!oxouso from tho mooting of any$ sophomore Mike Haley plunged in from the four yard line. Haley's
during tho two days boforojj ;
urday after Saturday and be hurt again. When Charlie Carey was Xolass
plunge climaxed a short Maine drive , which had bken set up by
^and/or after tho" Thanksgiving***
injured on the third play of the Maine game, ho was unable to come ?{?roooss Is subj ect to 'a fino of S25X Main e's punter , Ray Austin. Austin had kept Colby in trouble with
back in to play again. It was not the first time he had been hurt this Xpor class. Tills penalty is also* * his kicks , two oL which touched down on the Blue and Grav four vard
*-ir
to
?
season, yet he had been playing nonetheless. When Carey was out, appl icable announced mootlngsx lino. Haloy again damaged Colby in ,. So. thoroughly ' were thoy bottled on .
Colby could not replac e him wit h any one who could d o the job ^
Xdurlng tho first two days of tho$ tli'j Second quarter with a floorin g tho 'ground that thoy did not gain
'
against a big, tough . Maine line. Maine quickly f ound t his out, and ^Jan uary Program , although stu«X tliruHb , this , ono coming from the a first down rushing,
throo yard lino. '
' .
Maine got scores from bucks ,' Dovthey capitalized on it. No, you can't tap e a man together and ask him 't'don ts with prior written pormls-X
Tlio Hcpond hal f wii " pretty r.mch
rah and Laharfc in tho third and
to go out on Saturday after Sturdily. But that's what the Mule play- ''sion from thalr faculty dlrootor_X a ropi l'.ition of tho first
hnlf. Tho
I
fourth
quarters on ' identical , runs of
ers have had to do.
Xmny bo absent withou t flno. X Mulos found themselves with Murir •
?*?
.*?
Continued . on Pago Twelve
hacks to tho wall , mosl ( of tlio t imo. 12 -yards each to close tho scoring,
;
'
?•??????**5**»*****»****,'«*^**»*****r*****i****^****''«^

Black Bears Stall
Mules * Win 27-0
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MULE KICKS
Continued from Page . Ten
Because this writer is genuinely
concerned about Colby sports, because he feels that sports are a
tremendously vital part of the life
of* a college community, he urges
you to consider what Colby can do.
Obviously, the Ivy-League schools
like Yule, Harvard , Princeton and
Dartmouth, and smaller schools like
Bowdoin , Wesleyan , Amherst, • and
Trinity have had consistently fine
response to their athletic programs.
They feel that the integration of
athletic with academic life is essential. If Colby does not recognize
this , if she does not think so, she
may be making a costly error at a
point in her development when her

greatest potential lies ahead. If she
feels , however, the need for a'really
fine program , let her do something
about it soon .
EDITOR'S ' NOTE : This is the
first in a series of articles which, it
is hoped, will , throughout the year,
discuss more specifically the nature
and needs of Colby 's inter-collegiate
athletic program.
PITTINGER EXPLAINS
Continued from Page l our
Church, which has always been
thought of as God' s home apart
from the community, must be
"opened" to permit the "fresh air"
of contemporary life to circulate.
Such is the essence of Pittinger's
Professed Christianity.

GLOOM AT THE TOP
Oh, sure, you've been busy, what with, going to classes, doing
your homework, catching night crawlers, getting married—
but can't you pause for just a moment and give thought to that
dear, dedicated, lonely man in the big white house on the hill?
I refer, of course, to the Prexy.
(It is interesting to note here that college presidents are always called "Prexy." Similarly, trustees are called "Trixie ."
Associate professors are called "Axy-Pixy." Bursars are called
.'Foxy-Woxy." Students are called "Algae.")
But I digress. "We were spealdng of the Prexy, a personage at
once august and pathetic. Why pathetic? Well sir, consider how
Prexy spends his days. He is busy, busy, busy. He talks to
deans, he talks to professors, he talks to trusteees, he talks to
alumni. In fact, he talks to everybody except the one group
who could lift his heart and rally his spirits. I mean, of course,
the appealingest, endearingest, -winsomest group in the entire
college—you , the students.
It is the Proxy's sad fate to be forever a stranger to your
laughing, golden selves. He can only gaze wistfully out the
window of his big white house on the hill and watch you at your
games and sports and yearn with all his tormented heart to bask
in your warmth. But how? It would hardly be fitting for Prexy
to appear one day at the Union, clad in an old rowing blazer,
and cry gaily, "Heigh-ho, chaps 1 Who's for sculling?"

STORK BLASTS
Continued from Page One
in the community, both liberal and
conservative — the people in the
middle who are so rarely heard
from . . . most amazing — and in
many cases distressing was the reaction around the country as word
of my editorial s spread.
"Hundreds of letters poured in.
So many reading, The Birchers are
moving into our community . . .
They are dividing our town . . . We
have appealed to our local newspaper , but won't take a stand. It is
helping the Birchers by its silence.
"It is distressing that even now
I can count on my fingers the .number of major newspapers that have
come to my attention that have takken a position on the Birch issue.
"Whatever position newspapers
choose to take on an issue, they
MUST speak out if they are to continue to deserve the protection of
the First Amendment.
"From silence and evasion we can
expect only public confusion and
apathy.
'
"The First Amendment does not
guarantee the press the right to
say nothing because cit might stir
up things'. The spirit of the guarantee implies that we newspapermen
will question and probe and dig and
— on the basis of our honest search
for truth — take a forthright stand
on the issues of the times, no matter how challenging.
"We all harvest knowledge along
the way, but enlightened conviction
— that quality which leads us to
advocate what we consider the
greatest good for the greatest number — is a treasure that we aspire
to until our editorial labors end.
"This quality so manifest in
Lovejoy, is the 'mother lode' of the
press freedom that our forefathers
were talking about.
"The editor worth his salt will
have conviction and a regard for
human decency and he will be articulate about it. "
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Proxy antl undererad, male and f emale, late and soon, f air
weather end f oul—all times and climes and conditions are
rip ht f or Marlboro, the f ilter cigarette with the unf iltored
taste.
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PEAC E CORPS
Continued from Page One
and receive a living allowance to
cover housing, food , clothing and
other expenses, plus a termination
payment of §75 for each month of
service.
Married couples are eligible if
both qualif y for the same project
and have no dependents under 18.
There is no upper age limit.
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-> (Editor ' s note : No review ap-y
A
%
Xpear s for "Julius Caesar " be-X

Vcause:
X

X
X

V
X
X a. Our regular reviewer was ay
¦
2part of th e show ;
'
?!•

X

X
X

X
o. On alternate reviewer was)*

*** 'iinable to attend due. to pressing * *
*
.[?personal reason s;
?!?
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fri

X

X

x**?

x

V
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X o. A third review would have'**
•f been unsigned.
y
The Editor wishes to apologize.! *!
*t* lt won 't happen again.)
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MOVIE SCHEDULE
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y Schedule of campus movies toA
ybe shown on the weekends in.*.
?*?
V
X Lovejoy Building at 7 :00 p.m..*.
V
v
?f Admission , 25c.
*
V
Y
^ November 10, 11, "Stalag 17" %
^November 16, 17, "Green Man-$
« •' sions"
?£
»
•!?
y December 1, "Verti go "
X
v
y December 8. 9, "To Catch a*
?*.
,y
Thief
"
.
%
X
y
X
v
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HEAD OBTHE CLASSICS
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Openoedoeed thei fiWrt of top merft.lsAmytt^^ j
^ "Comfortable medium-poiiit, j
jffi **GordonDoverCiub.
ffi
fcutton-down collar is softly rolled in the finest I (
|s v Oxford tradition. Placket front and plait in back [
[E
are right for important occasions:TTietriraiy
[B tailorea MSanforized"cotton Oxford doth keeps
[K the standard high and assures permanent fit $5.00.,
88 Most fitting accessory is tho Arrow Kwifc Klijv

CARLS
FOR
FL OWERS
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TR 3-3268
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DIAMBRI'S

the instant knit tio with easily adjustable fax>i $L6&
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101003 Max Shulm&n
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No, friends, Proxy can't get to you. It is up to you to get to
him. Call on him at home. Just drop in unannounced. He will
naturally be a little shy at first, so you must put him at his
ease. Shout, "Howdy-dood y, sir ! I have come to bring a little
sunshine into your drear and blighted lifel" Then yank his
necktie out of his vest and scamper goatlike around him until
he is laughing merrily along with you.
Then hand him a package and say, "A little gift for you, sir."
"For me?" ho will say, lowering his lids'. "You shouldn 't
have."
"Yes, I should," you will say, "because this package is
a carton of Marlboro Cigarettes, and whenever I think of
Marlboro , I think of you."
"Why, hoy?" he will say curiously.
v
"Because Marlboros have taste, and so do you ," you will
reply.
"Aw, go on ," lie will say, blushing furiously.
"It's true," you will say. "Moreover, Marlboro has a filter ,
and so do you."
"In ray swimming pool, you mean," ho will say.
"Yes,"_ you -will say. "Moreover, Marlboro has a soft pack,
and so do you."
"My limp leather brief case, you mean ," he will say.
"Yes," you will say. "Moreover, the Marlboro box has a
flip-top, and so do you."
"But I don't have a flip-top," he will say.
"But you will ," you will say. "Just light a Marlboro , and
taste that tasty taste, and you will surely flip your top."
Well sir, you will have many a good chuckle about that , you
may bo sure. Then you will say, "Goodbye, sir, I will retum
soon again to brighten your lorn and desperate life. "
"Please do," ho will say. "But next time, jf you can possibly
manage it, try not to come nt four in the morning."
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X Faces and Places on sale Tues -.*.
?!?
x
£day Nite at ECHO office , Rob- y
X
yerts Union , 7 :00-10:00 p.m.
X
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FINE FOOD FOR
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COLBY STUDENTS
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